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Abstract—This paper presents a 2D pose estimation solution to the bin-picking problem for robotic
grasping systems. By extending a pretrained object detection model, namely DETR, with pose and vis-
ibility prediction heads we obtain classification, center, 2D rotation and occlusion scores for every
detected object. The augmented model is trained and evaluated on synthetically generated images rep-
resenting the real environment for faster and more f lexible acquisition of data. The results show an
average angle error of 3.23 deg for cylindrical and cuboid shape objects.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The trend towards greater automation of production lines in the modern industrial sector has fuelled
ongoing research into how machines can be made more capable of performing tasks that demand human-
like intelligence and agility. This necessitates the integration of advanced sensor and robotic technologies
with sophisticated data processing techniques to effectively adapt to the inherent variability present in the
surrounding environment [1, 2].

One significant challenge in the progression of smart manufacturing is the problem of robotic grasping
perception, specifically in scenarios involving multiple, diverse, and overlapping objects, commonly
referred to as bin-picking [3, 4]. Modern industrial robots exhibit remarkable precision and repeatability,
and the success of bin-picking largely hinges on the accuracy of the perception system. To address this
challenge, computer vision applications, particularly those leveraging statistical techniques, such as arti-
ficial neural networks, have been widely employed [5].

This paper focuses on the development of a perception system aimed at achieving a precise estimation
of object locations and orientations within the bin-picking context. To accomplish this, we propose aug-
menting a pretrained object detection model with the capability to estimate the planar projections of
object poses, which can then be utilized for full 3D pose estimation in conjunction with depth imagery.

The decision to separately estimate 2D rotation is the result of considerations between system complex-
ity and performance. Generally, systems which directly estimate pose in 3D space suffer from poor preci-
sion or high inference time as in [6]. The work [7] performs well in precision and time, but at the cost of
utilizing a multiple camera setup to train their neural network model. Pretrained object detection models
by the years have advanced significantly in speed and precision on RGB images. We hypothesize that a
slight extension of functionality, like planar pose estimation, to an already well-built network will not
inflict significant performance issues. Afterwards, the time of estimating the normal vector on a surface
of an object is an acceptable 0.5 s in average on our current system. In the end, our system has become
modular lending itself to an easier upgradability.

In this paper, we begin by discussing related work conducted to achieve similar results in 2D or 3D pose
estimation of target objects. Subsequently, we provide a comprehensive overview of our proposed
approach for attaining 2D rotation estimation, offering detailed insights into our implementation and
experimental setup. Finally, we present our results and draw conclusions based on the findings obtained
from our experiments.
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2. RELATED WORK
Bin-picking is an active area of research. The method proposed in [8] creates patches of detected

objects using a histogram of oriented gradients, which is a feature descriptor to capture information about
the underlying texture. Sequentially, the authors use a custom convolutional neural network (CNN)
model to predict the 6D pose of a single reflective object which is approximately orthogonal to the image
plane.

For more sophisticated 6D pose estimation of objects [6] proposes the use of RANSAC [9] for object
pose estimation and an adaptation of the vision transformer (ViT) model [10] to create semantic corre-
spondences as an alternative to other point cloud alignment methods, such as iterative closest point (ICP)
[11], between target and reference point cloud samples of objects. As another alternative, [7] employs an
extensively studied use of 3D CAD models of objects, where object pose estimation is proposed from an
RGB image by classifying the pose to one of the multiple camera viewpoints using Inception-v4 [12].

One of the ways how to estimate the planar direction of an object is by using principal component anal-
ysis (PCA) over the obtained edges of an object [13]. As pointed out in [14] such a technique suffers from
having to manually choose the most appropriate parameters for edge detection, which is a necessary pre-
processing step. If tuned incorrectly, the edges of an object can blur together with the surrounding envi-
ronment, increasing the error of the planar projection angle. Additionally, some objects have a distinct
feature representing the direction it points to, but PCA is not able to determine that.

An alternative solution would be the use of neural network models as experimented in [15]. They focus
on the tilted bounding box estimation problem, estimating width and height for large objects from aerial
imagery. For the neural network, they directly modify the convolutional layers of a YOLO [16] object detec-
tion model. Similarly, with [17], they also focus on tilted bounding box estimation, but use VGG-16 [18] and
a modified region proposal network [19].

3. PROPOSED APPROACH
To address the challenge of bin picking, we propose a two-stage approach. In the first stage, a neural

network is utilized to predict the unit vector of the object’s long axis under a 2D rotation, its bounding box
and class label only from an RGB image. In the second stage, assuming the surface of the object is approx-
imately planar around the picking center point, the normal vector of the plane can be determined by sub-
tracting the center point from the surrounding points and applying singular value decomposition to find
the principal component axes. The full 6DoF pose (up to a rotational symmetry) can then be recovered
by back-projecting the unit vector of the long axis into 3D space.

Fig. 1. shows point cloud data within a certain radius around the center of a bottle with its estimated
orientation in 3D space. 

The present study focuses only on the planar pose estimation part of the problem. The aim is to extend
a pretrained object detection model with the capability to predict planar projection of poses for cylindrical
and cuboid shape objects.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
Several pretrained object detector architectures like MaskRCNN [20], SOLO [21], DETR [22] and

others exist which achieve results of around 40 mAP (mean average precision), which is a widely used met-
ric to evaluate object detection models as defined in [23]. DETR is a state-of-the-art object detection
model for computer vision, consisting of a CNN backbone, a transformer [24] and multi-layer percep-
trons as final prediction heads. Its design readily lends itself to extension with additional inference heads
and has demonstrated the performance of 42 mAP as stated in [22], granting a good ability to predict
bounding boxes, which for our purposes makes it particularly useful for estimating the center of an object.
For these reasons, DETR was selected as the basis for our implementation.

In the following subsections, we describe the structure of the dataset and the modifications made to
DETR to tailor it for our purposes with the aim of improving 2D rotation estimation performance. From
now on, we will refer to our adapted DETR model as DETR-POSE-2D.

4.1. Synthetically Generated Dataset
To facilitate the training and evaluation of DETR-POSE-2D, we have leveraged the capabilities of

Blender, to generate synthetic images using the framework as described in [25]. By utilizing 3D models,
we can obtain large datasets of diverse objects with high f lexibility. Additionally, Blender enables the gen-
AUTOMATIC CONTROL AND COMPUTER SCIENCES  Vol. 57  No. 5  2023
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Fig. 1. Estimated orientation of a bottle in 3D space.
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Fig. 2. Generated image from the evaluation dataset with 50 objects.
eration of object annotations including object labels, bounding boxes, 3D orientation and visibility. These
annotations serve as ground truth information for our model.

In this study, we have selected two types of objects of cylindrical and cuboid shapes, namely, bottles
and cans, representing two of the most common shapes encountered in everyday life. Each image contains
a varying number of objects, specifically 5, 10, 20, 30 or 50 objects, with each set of the number of objects in
an image being equal in size. All objects are randomly placed within a virtual box, as illustrated in Fig, 2.
Although rare, some images consist solely of bottles or only of cans. Our generator outputs data in the
COCO format for convenience, as DETR itself was trained on the COCO 2017 dataset [23].

It is important to note that a training dataset consisting solely of generated objects may not perform as
well as a training dataset containing a percentage of real objects [25]. Nevertheless, given the scope of our
current research, we have opted to defer the integration of real-world images containing objects to future
iterations of our model, as it falls beyond the scope of our present investigation.

4.2. DETR-POSE-2D

To adapt the DETR model for the estimation of object rotation in a 2D plane, we incorporated addi-
tional components, namely, 2D orientation prediction head and visibility prediction head as MLPs
(Multi-Layer Perceptrons), consisting of three linear layers and ReLU activation between them. The
AUTOMATIC CONTROL AND COMPUTER SCIENCES  Vol. 57  No. 5  2023
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Fig. 3. DETR-POSE-2D architecture.
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weights of a pretrained DETR model with ResNet50 as the CNN backbone available from [26] were used
as a starting point, due to having the fastest inference time between all other available pretrained DETR
models. The visibility head was included to distinguish highly occluded objects in the scene. By sorting all
prediction outputs by visibility, the grasping robotic system can prioritize picking the least occluded
objects at the top of a bin. The modified architecture is illustrated in Fig. 3, showing how each part of the
256-dimensional transformer output is processed by the prediction heads.

(1)

(2)

(3)

The final model loss  is given by the sum in Eq. (1). As shown in Eq. (2),  is calculated using
the model output values from the last decoding layer of the transformer. As shown in Eq. (3),  is
computed using the model output values from each of the previous lower transformer decoding layers but
using the same loss functions and weights that were used in Eq. (2). For example,  is the auxiliary
loss of GIoU using the output of the decoding layer .

To train the newly added rotation prediction and visibility prediction heads, we introduce two addi-
tional loss terms—  for 2D rotation prediction loss and  for visibility prediction loss—into Eq. (2)
and, also, Eq. (3) with the corresponding auxiliary loss terms. 2D rotation loss  and visibility prediction
loss  are element-wise Huber losses with δ = 1.

The other loss terms in Eqs. (2) and (3) are classifier loss , object detection loss  and gener-
alized intersection over union loss  as described in [22]. All loss terms are multiplied by their corre-
sponding weight.
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(7)

For evaluation, model outputs were compared with ground truth labels up to symmetries, as stated in
Eqs. (4) and (5). In the case of bottles, this was a rotation about the longitudinal axis. Cans were taken as
symmetric about the YZ plane in their local coordinate system.

To enhance the performance of DETR-POSE-2D, the can symmetry is not only considered during
evaluation but also taken into account when calculating . A copy of 2D rotations is created and all cans
of this duplicate have their rotations f lipped according to Eq. (5). In the end, the corresponding elements
of both sets are compared and the one with the smallest angle error in degrees is chosen for the final eval-
uation or calculation of loss, as shown in Eq. (4). At first, angle error is calculated using Eq. (7), and then
converted to degrees using Eq. (6).

(8)

Equation (8) formally depicts all our model  inputs and outputs. For inputs,  is an RGB image and
 is the model parameters. For the outputs,  is a 100 × 92 matrix, which represents the output class prob-

abilities (including for the “no object” class) in percent,  is a 100 × 4 matrix, which represents top-left
point and bottom-right bounding box point pixel coordinates,  is a 100 × 2 matrix, which represents the
predicted unit vectors of orientation in 2D, and  being a 100 × 1 vector, which represents the predicted
visibility for each of the 100 detections in percent.

(9)

The model outputs are associated with corresponding object labels using the Hungarian matcher algo-
rithm [27], which minimizes the target expression in Eq. (9).  represents permutation that minimizes the
cost function,  is a one-to-one mapping of prediction to ground truth and  is the set of all possible
permutations of possible detections to the actual object in the image.

In Eq. (9) association-matching terms  is the th probability of the  vector from  matrix,
 is the Manhattan distance algorithm between the predicted and the ground truth bounding

box and  is the GIoU algorithm. , , and  are their corresponding weights.

(10)

(11)

(12)

Equations (10)–(12) show expressions to be added to the cost function of Eq. (9), during experiments,
where Eq. (10) shows the Euclidean distance between predicted and ground truth unit vectors of 2D rota-
tion, Eq. (11) shows Manhattan distance between predicted and ground truth unit vectors of 2D rotation
and Eq. (12) shows the Euclidean distance between predicted and ground truth visibilities.  and 
are their corresponding weights.

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

DETR-POSE-2D was trained and evaluated on one A100 GPU for 20 epochs and a batch size of 16
images. The dataset comprises 9500 RGB images for training and 500 RGB images for evaluation. The
average training time was approximately one and a half hours on the whole training set and the average
inference time of one image from the evaluation set is roughly 0.02 seconds. Generated training and eval-
uation datasets were shuffled at the input of the model.
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Fig. 4. Our available grasping system.
5.1. Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the performance of the model, we compute the average error for each type of output,

namely, class prediction, center prediction, rotation prediction and visibility prediction, over the evalua-
tion dataset.

(13)

(14)

The average class error is given in Eq. (13), where  is a matrix of predicted classes matched and
ordered to the corresponding ground truth . The average center error is computed as the average Euclid-
ean distance in pixels between the predicted and ground truth values. The average visibility error is given
in Eq. (14), where  is a matrix of predicted visibility matched and ordered to the corresponding ground
truth v. The average angle error is calculated using cosine similarity shown in Eq. (7), where  is the pre-
dicted and  is the ground truth unit vector of 2D rotation. For visualization purposes, output of Eq. (7)
is expressed in degrees, as shown in Eq. (6).

5.2. Scenarios
Experiments consist of five scenarios, but the only difference between them is the target expression

used in Hungarian matcher. Namely, the base implementation is given by Eq. (9), base implementation
with added Eq. (10) and , base implementation with added Eq. (11) and , base imple-
mentation with added Eqs. (10) and (12) and  and  and, lastly, base implementation with
added Eq. (10) and .

5.3. Robotic System
At our disposal, we have a grasping robotic system to empirically test bin-picking capabilities, shown

in Fig. 4.The perception system consists of an RGBD Zivid One M camera pointing down at some angle
to the black box filled with bottles and cans.
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Fig. 5. Average angle error in degrees w.r.t the most visible object to the least visible object in an image according to true
visibility.
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Fig. 6. Average angle error in degrees w.r.t the most visible object to the least visible object in an image according to pre-
dicted visibility.
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6. RESULTS

Figure 5 displays the average angle error in degrees of all objects in the evaluation dataset in relation to
their order of detection sorted by the ground truth visibility.

Figure 6 shows a similar graph but order of detection is sorted by the predicted visibility. By comparing
both graphs we will be able to assess what angle error to expect when a robot will grasp the most visible
objects by prediction. Each mentioned figure includes one plot of each scenario described in the Experi-
mental Setup section.

Figure 7 depicts DETR-POSE-2D output visualization, showing the predicted label, classification
score, bounding box, visibility score and the pointing direction from the center of the bounding box of
each detected object with a threshold of 0.99 for the classification score and 0.99 for the visibility score.
It is worth noting that the predicted visibility score is not normalized, making the score go over the
range of [0; 1].

Table 1 additionally shows average error values for other outputs of our model, namely, center predic-
tion error, class prediction error and visibility prediction error. By looking at this table, it is shown how
one change can improve one type of output of the model but might worsen a different one.
AUTOMATIC CONTROL AND COMPUTER SCIENCES  Vol. 57  No. 5  2023
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Fig. 7. DETR-POSE-2D output visualization with a class confidence threshold of 0.99 and visibility score threshold
of 0.99.
7. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the aim was to demonstrate the feasibility of extending an existing object detection model
to obtain planar pose estimation. Our approach differs from the research mentioned in related works by:

(1) Instead of detecting tilted bounding boxes or the pose of an object in 3D using point clouds or mul-
tiple cameras, we focus on planar projection estimation directly from a single RGB image.

(2) Inserting new fully connected prediction heads after an unchanged DETR CNN-transformer
backbone, without any addition of preprocessing and postprocessing steps resulting in a significantly dif-
fering practical implementation.

The pretrained model DETR was extended with a 2D rotation prediction and visibility prediction
head, and the final loss function was modified accordingly with the 2D prediction loss and visibility loss.
Additionally, corresponding expressions were added to calculate the difference between the ground truth
and predicted values of 2D rotation and visibility to improve the matching inside of the Hungarian
matcher.

Table 1 shows that similarly high results were obtained for the least occluded object, regardless of the
matcher target expression. The use of Manhattan distance provided better results than the use of Euclid-
ean distance. Similarly, comparing scenarios of  and , increasing the weight of the pose
error term in the matcher objective function improved the accuracy of the corresponding output.

As shown in Table 1, there exists a trade-off between classification and 2D rotation prediction accu-
racy. Future work could be directed at solving this issue, perhaps by fine-tuning the weights in the matcher
target expression or using different model architectures.

By taking the average angle error of both bottles and cans of scenario 5 from Table 1 this research
demonstrates that augmenting an existing pretrained model can achieve an overall average angle error of
3.23 deg.

=,rot 1cw =,rot 5cw
AUTOMATIC CONTROL AND COMPUTER SCIENCES  Vol. 57  No. 5  2023

Table 1. Average (avg) error values for all types of output from DETR-POSE-2D depending on the scenario

Scenario
Avg angle error, deg Avg error, pixels Avg error, %

for bottles for cans centre class visibility

1. 7.56 7.73 0.06 7.18 0.04
2. 6.64 8.43 0.06 7.90 0.05
3. 4.14 5.74 0.07 8.52 0.04
4. 7.13 9.85 0.06 11.97 0.04
5. 2.23 4.23 0.13 9.67 0.05
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